
PB110
RIDE-ON POWER SWEEPER

Designed with all the latest 
technologies, the PB110 
offers long periods of 
sweeping in all conditions.

The large puncture-proof wheels, wheel-out debris hopper and 
superior dust control, all work together to take the effort out of 
sweeping. 

With one main broom, a single side broom and an optional on-board 
vacuum this industrial floor sweeper perfect for medium to large 
commercial and industrial spaces, delivering a dust-free clean every 
time.

 MANEUVERABILITY & RELIABILITY 
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FEATURES 

 º The direct throw sweeping system pitches debris directly into the hopper

 º Heavy duty, powder coated steel construction corrosive resistant body,  
built to withstand the harshest operating environments

 º Horizontal filter allowing dust to fall naturally out of filter during shaking

 º Self-levelling, spring loaded brush enables PB110 to clean across multiple  
surfaces without stopping to manually adjust brushes

 º Electric filter cleaner with simple switch activation eliminating the need to remove it from the machine

 º 65L powder coated steel waste hopper  with large size allowing for longer use before emptying and resists 
cracking and warping 

 º Main and side brooms can be raised and lowered at the flick of a switch

 º Solid tyres which cannot be punctured or lose pressure over time, requiring less maintenance

 º Increased turning capacity and maneuverability with an overall length of 1453mm

 º TCXR-SPE-V01
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SPECIFICATIONS PB110E PB110SH

Cleaning Width 900mm sweep path with main broom and 
one side broom

900mm sweep path with main broom and one 
side broom

Theoretical Cleaning Capacity 6,500m2 per hour (max. speed) 6,500m2 per hour (max. speed)

Power Supply 4 x 6V, 240Ah batteries 5.5 HP GX Honda petrol engine

Waste Hopper Bin Capacity 65L 60L

Filter Type 3.5m2 panel filter 3.5m2 panel filter

Variable speed 0-6.4Km/hr 0-7Km/hr

Machine Dimensions 1453 (L) x 897 (W) x 1230 (H)mm 1453 (L) x 897 (W) x 1230 (H)mm

Weight 425kg 280kg
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